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The magnon dispersion of Ca2RuO4 has been studied by polarized and unpolarized neutron
scattering experiments on crystals containing 0, 1 and 10 % of Ti. The entire dispersion of transverse
magnons can be well described by a conventional spin-wave model with interaction and anisotropy
parameters that agree with density functional theory calculations. Spin-orbit coupling strongly
influences the magnetic excitations, which is most visible in large energies of the magnetic zone-
center modes arising from magnetic anisotropy. We find evidence for a low-lying additional mode
that exhibits strongest scattering intensity near the antiferromagnetic zone center. This extra signal
can be explained by a sizable magnetic moment of 0.11 Bohr magnetons on the apical oxygens parallel
to the Ru moment, which is found in the density functional theory calculations. The energy and
the signal strength of the additional branch are well described by taking into account this oxygen
moment with weak ferromagnetic coupling between Ru and O moments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ca2RuO4 (CRO) is the Mott insulating
1 end member
of the series Ca2−xSrxRuO4, which possess a rich diver-
sity of structural, magnetic and transport properties2–5.
Sr2RuO4, the other end member, is a spin-triplet super-
conductor with broken time-reversal symmetry6–9. The
metal-insulator transition in CRO at TMIT = 360 K
1
goes along with severe structural distortions3,10, the
RuO6 octahedrons flattens, which is also apparent in
jumps of the lattice constants in the order of 0.1 A˚. These
structural distortions are enhanced till the onset of an-
tiferromagnetic order11. The nowadays widely used pic-
ture assumes that an orbital ordering is associated with
the structural changes12–14. The 4dxy orbitals become
doubly occupied and the 4dxz,yz singly occupied resulting
in flattened octahedrons and a S = 1 state. In the past
the nature of the Mott transition of this multiband sys-
tem with four d electrons on the Ru site was intensively
discussed12,15–20. Recently, it was proposed, that spin-
orbit coupling (SOC) in this 4d system is strong enough
to change the multiplet structure and couples S and L
to j resulting in a nonmagetic j = 0 ground state. The
occurring of a magnetic order was proposed to be of a
singlet magnetism type (see e.g. Sec. 5.5. in Ref.21),
which was called excitonic magnetism in Ref.22, and a
special type of magnon dispersion was predicted in this
theory23. The main branches of the dispersion obtained
by inelastic neutron scattering (INS) experiments, how-
ever, could be successfully described with a conventional
Heisenberg model24,25 and strongly disagree with j = 0
calculations23. Nevertheless, neutron scattering experi-
ments revealed features and additional magnetic scatter-
ing not describable with a simple square-lattice antifer-
romagnet. The main in-plane transverse modes exhibit
a large anisotropy gap, underlining the impact of broken
tetragonal symmetry in combination with SOC. Further-
more, an additional signal was detected in the neutron
scattering experiments at low and at high energies24,25,
that cannot be explained by the two transverse magnon
branches.
Here we present a study of the magnon dispersion us-
ing INS with and without polarization analysis on crys-
tals containing 0, 1, and 10 % Ti combined with density
functional theory (DFT) calculations. The full disper-
sion of magnetic excitations in CRO reveals a very strong
impact of SOC, and oxygen moments that lead to an ad-
ditional branch.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Crystal growth of insulating Ca2−xSrxRuO4 is severely
hampered by the metal-insulator transition occurring in
pure CRO slightly above room temperature, TMIT =
360 K. The space group does not change at this first-
order phase transition, but there are sizable jumps in the
lattice-parameters, in particular for c, with ∆c ∼ 0.2 A˚3.
Therefore, upon cooling the crystals after the growth pro-
cess, they tend to crack and only small pieces of mm3
size can be recovered. Because inelastic neutron scatter-
ing experiments require samples of ∼cm3 size, we substi-
tuted a small amount of Ru by Ti in order to broaden
the phase transition and to be able to cool the crystals
through the metal-insulator transition without breaking
them into small pieces. Crystals with a mass of 0.5 g to
1 g were obtained with only 1 % Ti substitution. We were
also able to obtain two larger pieces of pure CRO, one
with a mass of 0.45 g and one with 0.3 g, but these crys-
tals posses a bad mosaic spread of 5◦, which most likely
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FIG. 1. (color online) Crystal and magnetic structure of CRO
and the associated reciprocal space. In (a) one layer of the
crystal and magnetic structure is shown. The Ru (blue balls)
sit in octahedrons of oxygen (red balls). The ab-plane is in-
dicated in light blue. In black and green the orthorhombic
and tetragonal cells are shown. The pink arrows denote the
magnetic moments on the Ru and O sites. At the tip of the
low right Ru moment, the directions of the different polar-
izations of the magnon modes are indicated by black arrows
and some labellings of atoms and atom distances are given.
In (b,c) the (hkl) planes in reciprocal space are illustrated for
l=0 and l=1, respectively. The orthorhombic and tetragonal
cells are drawn in black and red, respectively. Green circles
denote tetragonal zone centers and pink circles zone bound-
aries. Black squares (stars) mark antiferromagnetic zone cen-
ters of the A- (B)-centered antiferromagnetic order.
is the reason why they were not destroyed upon cooling.
Nevertheless, these crystals are suitable for some inelastic
neutron scattering studies.
The Ca2RuxTi1−xO4 crystals with x = 0, 1, and10 %
used in this neutron scattering study (labeled 0Ti, 1Ti,
10Ti, respectively) were grown by the floating-zone
method in a Canon Machinery Inc. SC1-MDH11020-
CE furnace equipped with two 2000 W halogen lamps
and a coldtrap following the procedure described in
references26,27. CaCO3, RuO2 and TiO2 were mixed in
stoichiometric ratios and a Ru excess of 32 % was added.
The powder was mixed and reacted for 24 h with an inter-
mediate grinding. Then a rod was pressed and sintered
at 1350 ◦C. A growth speed of 17 mm/h and a feed-
rod speed of 20 mm/h were used and the atmosphere
contained 90 % Ar and 10 % O at a total pressure of
9 bar. Phase purity was checked by x-ray powder diffrac-
tion from crushed parts of the single crystals, which indi-
cates no impurity phases. The lattice constants at room
temperature were obtained by LeBail fits of these pow-
der pattern using the FullProf Suite28. Single-crystal x-
ray diffraction experiments were performed on a Bruker
X8 Apex diffractometer equipped with a charge-coupled-
device detector. Details of this structure determination
and a detailed list of the refined parameters can be found
in the Appendix A. Magnetization measurements were
performed with a superconducting quantum interference
device (SQUID) magnetometer from Quantum Design,
and the resistivity was measured with a standard four-
point method. Spin wave calculations were performed
using SpinW29.
Elastic and inelastic neutron scattering experiments
were performed with the cold triple-axis spectrometer
(TAS) 4F1 at the LLB, with the thermal TAS IN3 at
the ILL and with the polarized thermal TAS IN22 at the
ILL. The polarized neutron scattering experiments were
performed using Heusler (111) monochromator and ana-
lyzer crystals. A PG filter was inserted on the scattered
beam before the neutron-spin flipper and the monitor
was put on the incoming beam between monochromator
and sample. A set of Helmholtz coils was used to pro-
duce the guide field and the sample was zero field cooled
(less than 2 G) in an orange-type cryostat. A mount-
ing of 3 crystals with a total mass of 2.5 g containing
1 % Ti (1Ti) was used for the polarized neutron scat-
tering experiment. The sample was twinned with non-
equal twinning-fractions of 2.5:1 determined by scanning
the orthorhombic (200) and (020) reflections. The a, b
plane [see Fig. 1(a)] was chosen as the scattering plane
in order to efficiently integrate the inelastic signal along
the vertical direction, where the resolution is poor. We
used the standard coordinate system in polarized neutron
scattering30. x is parallel to the scattering vector (Q), y
and z are perpendicular to Q. While y is in the scattering
plane, z is perpendicular to it. Therefore, y lies in the
a, b plane of the crystal and z parallel to the c axis. In
neutron scattering only magnetic moments perpendicular
to Q intervene. Therefore, the magnetic scattering inten-
sities sense a geometry factor sin2(α) with α being the
angle between Q and the magnetic moment, which corre-
sponds to either the static ordering moment in diffraction
or to the oscillating moment in a magnon. With longi-
tudinal neutron polarization six different channels can
be analyzed: three spin-flip (SF) and three non-spin-flip
(nSF) channels. While phonons always contribute to the
nSF channel there is an additional selection rule for mag-
netic scattering. The magnetic component parallel to the
direction of the neutron polarization contributes to the
nSF channel, while the components perpendicular to the
neutron polarization generate SF scattering. By combin-
ing this polarization rule with the geometry factor one
can distinguish the different magnetic components. In
the geometry we use for the polarized neutron scattering
experiment we see the c polarized modes in the SFy chan-
nel and they do not loose intensity due to the geometry
factor, because the scattering vector is always parallel to
the a, b plane and thus perpendicular to c. In contrast the
SFz channel contains the in-plane modes, the transverse
3and longitudinal ones, but weighted with the geometry
factor. For example at Q = (2, 1, 0) the geometry fac-
tor for the transverse mode is sin2(α) = 0.2 and that for
the longitudinal mode sin2(α) = 0.8. At Q = (1, 2, 0)
this ratio is inverted [see Fig. 1(b,c)]. Respecting the
twinning ratio of 2.5:1, we expect that the intensities at
Q = (2, 1, 0) and Q = (1, 2, 0) have a ratio of 0.6 for the
transverse mode. For the longitudinal mode this ratio
is inverted. Thus, it is possible to distinguish between
transverse modes and longitudinal modes by comparing
scattering at properly chosen Q. Because the polarization
of the neutron beam is not perfect, one has to correct the
intensities for the finite flipping-ratio (FR)30,31. Thereby,
the magnetic signals are obtained from the intensities of
the different SF channels corrected for the FR:
I(My,z) =
FR+ 1
FR− 1 [I(SFx)− I(SFy,z)] (1)
The FR of our experiment on IN22 amounts to 12, which
is determined by comparing the signals of rocking scans
on the (200) Bragg-reflection in the SF and nSF channels.
On the cold TAS 4F1 crystals with different Ti content
were used, 0Ti and 10Ti. 0Ti has a mass of 0.45 g and a
twinning ratio of 1:1 and 10Ti a mass of 0.93 g and a twin-
ning ratio of 9:1. The scattering plane for both samples
was chosen to be the [010]/[001]-plane. So the scattering
plane for the other twin domains was the [100]/[001]-
plane. For all 4F1 scans a pyrolytic graphite monochro-
mator and analyzer were used, a cooled Be-filter was put
on kf to suppress higher order contaminations. For the
cooling of the samples an orange-type cryostat was used
and kf was set to 1.55 A˚
−1 for all scans.
With the IN3 TAS we analyzed the magnetic order of
the crystal containing 1% Ti used in the previous neutron
scattering study24 (1TiB). This crystal was found to ex-
hibit a majority twin domain of 95% and the experiment
was performed in the [010]/[001] orientation used in the
inelastic neutron scattering experiment.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Crystal structure of Ca2RuxTi1−xO4
The crystal structure of CRO11 is similar to the struc-
ture of Sr2RuO4 of K2NiF4 type
32, where the Ru atoms
sit in oxygen-octahedron cages, which are corner shared
in the a, b plane. In CRO the octahedrons are rotated
and tilted and they also become severely distorted. As
a consequence, the tetragonal symmetry of Sr2RuO4 is
reduced to the orthorhombic space group Pbca11. One
layer of the crystal structure is drawn in Fig. 1, which
also depicts the magnetic order with antiferromagnetic
moments on Ru pointing along b. The orthorhombic unit
cell is rotated by 45◦ with respect to the tetragonal one
and enhanced to: aorth = atet +btet, borth = atet−btet,
aorth ∼ borth ∼
√
2atet. Unless otherwise specified all
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FIG. 2. (color online) Temperature dependence of physical
properties of CRO with different Ti content. (a) field-cooled
magnetization curves in 0.1 T measured on heating. (b) resis-
tivity on heating in dark color and on cooling in bright color.
Only the 10 % Ti curves do not coincide.
notations refer to the orthorhombic lattice of the ma-
jority twin orientation. Our crystals usually posses two
twin orientations, which are obtained by interchanging
the aorth and borth directions.
All crystals were examined by x-ray diffraction, magne-
tization and resistivity measurements in addition to the
neutron scattering experiments described below. Fig. 2
shows the magnetization and electric resistance data of
the three Ti concentrations. The temperature of the
metal-insulator transition is 4 K lower for the sample
containing 1 % Ti than for the pure compound. The
sample containing 10 % Ti does not show indications for
a phase transition upon cooling down to 80 K where the
experimental limit of the increasing resistivity is reached.
The absolute values of the resistivity curves have a large
uncertainty because of the first-order structural phase
transition. There the crystals tend to crack, which pro-
hibits the current to flow through the hole sample. This
effect has been frequently observed during a single mea-
surement cycle. The resistivity is enhanced by a mul-
tiplication factor after passing the structural transition.
As the samples have already passed this transition af-
ter the crystal growth, there are some cracks inside the
sample, which is evident from measuring several pieces
of the same crystal without obtaining the same room-
temperature specific resistivity.
The magnetic and insulating properties in
Ca2−xSrxRuO4 are closely related to the crystal
structure. CRO is heavily distorted with respect to
Sr2RuO4, which possesses the ideal structure of K2NiF4
type without structural distortions, but which already is
close to such a structural instability33–35. In the layered
ruthenates the distortions can be described as octahe-
dron rotation around the c direction and tilting around
an in-plane axis. These distortions and the associated
structural phase transitions result from bond-length
mismatch, and the distortions in CRO are induced by
the chemical substitution of Sr by the isovalent, but
smaller Ca, which is not able to fill the space between
the oxygen octahedrons like Sr does. So the octahedrons
start to rotate and tilt in order to reduce the coordina-
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FIG. 3. Temperature and Ti doping dependence of the RuO6
octahedron distortion obtained by single crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion analyses; (a,b) presents the ratios of in-plane to out-of-
plane RuO bond distances (flattening) and of the two octa-
hedron edges parallel to b and a, respectively. Both entities
are enhanced in the insulating phase at low temperature due
to the lifting of orbital degeneracy.
tion volume around Ca. By chemically substituting the
smaller Ti for Ru, one expects a small decrease of these
deformations, which is indeed realized. The tilt and
rotation angles of 10Ti are significantly smaller than the
values determined in the samples containing only 0 and
1 % Ti, see Appendix A, Tab. II.
Most interesting is the impact of the Ti doping on the
deformation of the RuO6 octahedron, which is a finger-
print of the lifting of orbital degeneracy3,11,12. The struc-
tural change at the metal-insulator transition in pure
CRO is characterized by a jump of the c lattice-constant
and by a flattening of the octahedron as it is visible in
the Ru-O bond distance ratio3. Upon cooling into the
insulating phase this octahedron flattening continues un-
til it saturates at the antiferromagnetic phase transition.
Slightly below room temperature the octahedron shape
passes from elongated to flattened3. In all samples stud-
ied here, this crossover occurs below room temperature,
thus at 100 K the octahedron shape is flattened for all
Ti substitutions, see Fig. 3. Due to flattening of the lat-
tice and octahedron the dxy orbital shifts down in energy
compared to the dxz,dyz orbitals. A similarly strong and
anomalous temperature dependence is also observed for
the ratio of the two O-O octahedron edge lengths paral-
lel a and b which is related to the orthorhombic splitting
[ = (b − a)/(a + b)]3. At room temperature the octa-
hedron is longer along a, while it is elongated along b at
low temperature. All these effects can be attributed to
a temperature dependent orbital ordering3,11,13,24. The
considerable elongation along b at low temperature agrees
with SOC and the alignment of the magnetic moment
mainly along the b direction24. Figure 3 illustrates that
these two distortions of the RuO6 octahedron become
suppressed by the 10 % Ti substitution. This underlines
the orbital ordering character of these distortions, which
is obviously suppressed by Ti4+ with an empty 3d shell.
While the a, b plane (or the average in-plane pa-
rameter) increases with high Ti content, the c lattice-
constant decreases at room temperature. The reduction
of the c lattice-constant, in hand with an increase of
the a, b plane, is the structural signature of the insu-
lating state of CRO. With 1 % of Ti substitution there
is only a small decrease in TMIT (Fig. 2), with 10 % of
Ti substitution there are drastic effects. In the resistiv-
ity of 10Ti there are no indications for a sharp metal-
insulator transition on cooling from 700 down to 80 K,
where the upper experimental limit of the resistance ex-
periment is reached. Note that the absolute values of
the resistivity curves are prone to a large uncertainty be-
cause of the first order structural phase transition which
causes cracks in the crystals. But the orders of mag-
nitude larger resistivity of the 10Ti sample and the ab-
sence of the metal-insulator transition is unambiguous.
This remarkable stabilization of the insulating state by
only small amounts of Ti substitution is also seen in
Ca3Ru2O7
36. Since the ionic radii of Ti and Ru are very
similar, this suppression of the metallic state seems to
originate from the very effective suppression of the hop-
ping. Also in Sr2RuO4 Ti substitution has a strong im-
pact: it stabilizes spin-density wave ordering associated
with the Fermi-surface nesting of the pure material for
only 2.5% Ti37. Also in Sr3Ru2O7 Ti substitution stabi-
lizes a spin-density wave magnetic instability38.
B. Magnetic structure of Ca2RuxTi1−xO4
The magnetic structure of 1Ti was studied on IN22
with polarization analysis. The analysis of the magnetic
structure of 1TiB on IN3 is described in Appendix B.
Scans along the (200) and (020) reflections (Fig. 4) re-
veal that crystal 1Ti exhibits both twin-domain orienta-
tions in the ratio 2.5:1. Fig. 4(c-f) show the SF inten-
sities in the three channels for scans across the (100),
(010), (120) and (-120) magnetic reflections for crystal
1Ti. The magnetic structure of CRO has been previ-
ously determined by neutron powder diffraction11. As
illustrated in Fig. 1(a) the magnetic moments are essen-
tially aligned along the b direction (corresponding to the
tilt axis) with antiferromagnetic alignment between near-
est neighbors. Due to the low symmetry of the crystal
structure (Pbca) the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction is
finite and results in a canting of the moments along the
a direction. The canting of the moments along a is par-
allel for all Ru sites in a single layer resulting in a net
ferromagnetic moment per layer. There are two different
magnetic structures reported for CRO3,11,39, which differ
by the stacking of the single layer arrangement shown in
Fig. 1(a). The magnetic structure of the main antiferro-
magnetic b component is either A or B-centered. In the
A-centered phase the two magnetic moments at (0,0,0)
and (0,0.5,0.5) are parallel, in the B-centered one the two
moments at (0,0,0) and (0.5,0,0.5) are parallel. The mag-
netic space groups are Pbca (A-centered) and Pbc′a′ (B-
centered). While in Pbca the net ferromagnetic canted
moments per layer cancel due to an antiferromagnetic
stacking, the B-centered Pbc′a′ structure results in a to-
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FIG. 4. (color online) Elastic neutron scattering scans with
polarization analysis. The orthorhombic splitting is clearly
visible in this elastic scans. (a,b) present the values of the
nSFx (SFx) channel in magenta (blue) of longitudinal scans
across the strong nuclear reflections (200) and (020), respec-
tively. The values of the nSFx channel are divided by the FR.
These elastic longitudinal scans show that both twins are well
separated. (c-f) present data of the SFx (blue), SFy (red) and
SFz (black) channels of scans across the magnetic (c) (100),
(d) (010), (e) (210), and (f) (2-10) reflections.
tal ferromagnetic moment, that can be measured with a
magnetometer. There is also canting along c direction
in both magnetic structures. This canting corresponds
to an antiferromagnetic c component that is B-centered
in Pbca and A-centered in Pbc′a′. This moment should,
however, be small because the main part of the ordered
moment points along the tilt axis, and only microscopic
methods can detect such an antiferromagnetic c compo-
nent.
The analysis of the magnetic Bragg peaks with polar-
ization analysis first confirms that moments point along
the b direction and show a dominating B-centered scheme
for 1Ti and an almost exclusive B-centered scheme for
1TiB, see Appendix B. In contrast, small pure CRO sam-
ples show only the A-centered scheme39.
In Fig. 2(a) the magnetization on heating of samples
with different Ti content is presented. The magnetic field
of 0.1 T is applied in the ab plane. The weak ferro-
magnetic component parallel to the a direction, result-
ing from the canting of the spins, dominates the mag-
netization below TN . The fact that the magnetization
of the lowest temperature is the highest, points to the
B-centered phase, in which the ferromagnetic component
does not cancel among two neighboring layers11. Thus all
samples contain a dominating B-centered phase in agree-
ment with the neutron diffraction studies. The small
crystal used for the magnetization measurement with 1 %
Ti content is essentially untwinned, while the sample
containing no Ti is partially twinned with nonidentical
twin fractions, in contrast to the much larger pure sam-
ple used for neutron scattering, for which the twinning
ratio amounts to 1:1. If the field is applied along [1,1,0],
the observable ferromagnetic component is reduced by
a factor 1/
√
2 but both twin domain orientations con-
tribute (sample containing 10% Ti). The highest total
ferromagnetic component is observed in the pure sample,
and the sample 1Ti already exhibits a reduced ferromag-
netic component possibly stemming from a slightly re-
duced fraction of the B-centered phase. We can conclude
that CRO exhibits sizable moment canting resulting in
an ordered magnetic component along the a direction of
∼ 0.08 µB (canting angle α = 3.5 deg). The canting of
the magnetic moment arises from a strong Dzyaloshinski-
Moriya interaction that in turn stems from the strong
SOC. Minimizing the static energy of a pair sensing
only the Heisenberg interaction J and the Dzyaloshinski-
Moriya interaction, −D ·Si×Sj−JSi ·Sj, yields the con-
dition tan(2α) = D/J , and thus a rough estimate of the
Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction in CRO: D = 0.06J .
The magnetization curves further show a decrease of
the Ne´el temperature with increasing Ti content, see
Tab. II in Appendix A, which can be explained by the
dilution of the magnetic lattice by non-magnetic Ti.
C. Polarization of magnon modes
With the alignment of the antiferromagnetic moment
along b one expects non-degenerate transverse magnon
modes corresponding to polarization along a or c31.
With our previous unpolarized inelastic neutron scatter-
ing experiments24 only the a polarized mode could be
clearly identified. The gap of the c polarized transverse
mode could either be hidden in the shoulder of the in-
plane signal, which inevitably arises from the folding of
the instrument resolution with the steep spin-wave dis-
persion, or appear at higher energies where weak signals
were detected24. With the new polarized experiment the
in-plane and c polarized transverse magnons can be eas-
ily separated in the polarization and it was the first aim
to search for the c polarized mode.
Figure 5(a-c) shows energy scans through the
anisotropy gap at the antiferromagnetic zone center. The
nSF channels shown in Fig. 5(a) have a larger background
than the SF channels [Fig. 5 (b-c)] and are thus less infor-
mative but confirm the main conclusions. The c polarized
mode must entirely contribute to the SFy and nSFz chan-
nels with a complete geometry factor. Spin-wave calcula-
tions show that the two non-degenerate transverse modes
exhibit an intrinsic signal strength inversely proportional
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FIG. 5. (color online) Energy scans at various Q values
with polarization analysis. Raw data of different (a) nSF,
and (b,c,e-g) SF channels with the polarization parallel to
x (y),(z) in blue (red), (black) at different scattering vec-
tors. (d,h,i) show the results of the polarization analysis with
Eq. (1), in red Mz, and My in blue (green) at Q=(2,1,0)
(Q=(1,2,0)). In (d) the blue line depicts the modeled asym-
metric shape resulting from the folding of the magnon dis-
persion with the resolution function, see Ref.24, which is also
used for the modeling in (i), but scaled with the expected
correction factors for geometry and twinning fractions. The
inset in (i) shows a zoom into the data.
to their zone-center energy31. Therefore, the c polarized
mode can be excluded in the asymmetric peak of the in-
plane transverse mode. These scans confirm the in-plane
character of the signal in the range 14 to 20 meV, see
Fig. 5(d). A special effort was laid on the analysis of the
signal maximum at the in-plane magnon gap, E=14 meV,
see Fig. 5(e,f). With the partially detwinned crystal one
expects this signal from the transverse magnon to be
reduced by a factor 0.6 for Q = (2, 1, 0), which agrees
with the measured ratio of the intensities at 14 meV be-
tween Q = (2, 1, 0) and Q = (1, 2, 0) of 0.55(10). We
also measured the backfolded mode at the ferromagnetic
zone-center, which according to the spin-wave calcula-
tions, see below, exhibits a c polarization. Indeed such a
c polarized signal can be determined at Q = (2, 0, 0) and
E=14 meV [Fig. 5(g)] by counting for a very long time
(45 min for each data point).
In view of the recent observation of longitudinal mag-
netic excitations in CRO25 it seemed worthwhile to
search for such modes first at the antiferromagnetic zone
centers (2,1,0) and (1,2,0). In Fig. 5(i) the fitted back-
ground from the in-plane polarized transverse mode from
Fig. 5(d) is used to separate a weak signal peaking at
29 meV. The signals for the two different Q values are
assumed to posses the same shape, but are scaled with
the expected factors for geometry and twinning. Around
30 meV the stronger signal for Q = (2, 1, 0) compared to
Q = (1, 2, 0) thus points to a longitudinal mode in the
sense that it is polarized parallel to the static moment.
The energy of this mode corresponds fairly well to the
double of the gap of the in-plane transverse branch and
the strength is below 10 % of that signal. Therefore it
seems most likely that this longitudinal signal completely
stems from the two-magnon excitation, which is expected
to appear in the longitudinal polarization channel40. A
similar discussion has also been initiated for the parent
material of FeAs-based superconductors where again the
two-magnon explanation seems most likely31,41–43. The
30 meV longitudinal signal is thus not anomalous.
The c polarized antiferromagnetic zone-center mode is
detected at higher energy, where the unpolarized exper-
iment found some evidence for additional scattering24,
but where the signal strength is expected to be rather
small31. In order to cover the energies of the order of
40 meV we needed to use a larger value of kf = 4.1 A˚
−1,
which also allows one to avoid the contamination ap-
pearing at E=44 meV for the standard value of kf =
2.662 A˚−1. The magnetic signals polarized along z ' c
and along y at large energies are shown in Fig. 5(h) and
show that the zone-center c-polarized magnon possesses
a large energy of 45.5(1.5) meV. Its signal strength is in
rough agreement with the signal strength of the in-plane
transverse mode with the energy being enhanced by a
factor three. Our conclusion of c polarized modes at the
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic zone centers agrees
with the interpretation of similar polarized neutron scat-
tering experiments performed with twinned crystals in a
different scattering geometry25.
This large c anisotropy is remarkable, as it strongly
deforms the magnon dispersion in CRO with respect to
a simple isotropic model. The splitting of the two anti-
ferromagnetic zone-center magnons, 14 and 45.5 meV, is
larger than the dispersion of the in-plane branch to the
zone-boundary. As will be discussed below, the entire
7dispersion of transverse branches is, nevertheless, well
described with the S = 1 spin-wave model using the
Holstein-Primakoff transformation. The in-plane and c-
polarized branches exchange their character: while the
c-polarized mode is the high-energy mode at the antifer-
romagnetic zone center, it appears at the lower energy of
the in-plane transverse magnon at the ferromagnetic zone
center, in accordance to the data shown in Fig. 5(g). The
in-plane polarized branch thus starts at 14 meV at the an-
tiferromagnetic zone center, exceeds to the zone bound-
ary at 41 meV and then continues to stiffen till 45.5 meV
at the ferromagnetic zone center. The out-of-plane po-
larized branch just exhibits the opposite dispersion. By
comparing the intensities at the ferromagnetic zone cen-
ters Q = (2, 0, 0) and Q = (0, 2, 0) with an energy trans-
fer of 45 meV we may confirm the in-plane transverse
character of this high-energy mode appearing at the fer-
romagnetic zone center. The expected ratio of the signals
taking into account the different twinning fractions and
geometry factors amounts to 1:2.5 for a transverse and
to 2.5:1 for a longitudinal magnon. We obtain a ratio of
0.1(2) indicating the transverse in-plane character. Evi-
dence for a longitudinal high energy branch could not be
obtained in our experiment25,44.
D. Spin-wave calculations of the magnon dispersion
The anisotropy gap of the c-polarized transverse
magnon of 45.5 meV leads to the uncommon feature
in the magnon dispersion, that the transverse in-plane
branch continues to increase in energy between the zone
boundary and a ferromagnetic zone center. This pecu-
liarity can, however, be well described with a rather con-
ventional model.
The Hamiltonian, which is used for the description of
the magnon dispersion is given by:
H =
∑
i,j
Ji,jSi · Sj + γ
∑
i
(Sxi )
2 + 
∑
i
(Szi )
2. (2)
The sum runs over pairs of magnetic ions, so that each
pair or bond appears twice and S is set to 0.67 follow-
ing the experimental results in Ref.11. The spin-wave
calculations using the SpinW program and the parame-
ters J = 5.6 meV, Jna,b = 0.6 meV, Jc = −0.03 meV,
γ = 1.4 meV and  = 24.5 meV, give a good descrip-
tion of the magnon dispersion obtained in this and the
previous24 neutron scattering studies [Fig. 6(a)]. Panels
Fig. 6(b,c) show the in-plane and c-polarized branches,
respectively, starting at an antiferromagnetic zone cen-
ter and proceeding to a ferromagnetic one. In this figure
the color code denotes maximum neutron scattering in-
tensity of the convoluted spectra with black color, and
zero intensity with white. The energy resolution is set
to 1 meV. The spin-wave calculation thus perfectly de-
scribes not only the energy dispersion but also the po-
larization of the magnon branches. Note that this rather
in-plane out-of-plane
FIG. 6. Magnon dispersion calculated with the SpinW pro-
gram using the values given in the text. The blue circles
denote the fit values of the dispersion obtained in this and
the previous24 neutron scattering studies. The black lines are
the calculated dispersion and the color code denote the calcu-
lated neutron scattering intensity of the convoluted spectra.
In each panel black stands for maximum intensity and white
for none. In (b,c) only the in-plane- and out-of-plane polar-
ized transverse modes are shown, respectively, illustrating the
opposite dispersion of these branches.
uncommon dispersion is described with strong single-ion
parameters arising from SOC. These strong anisotropy
terms interfere with the Heisenberg interaction parame-
ters in contrast to models invoking only weak anisotropy.
Therefore, the J parameter differs from that obtained by
fitting only the lower part of the dispersion with a small
uniaxial anisotropy24. Figure 6(a) shows that the non-
sinusoidal parts of the dispersion are perfectly described,
clearly better than without the strong anisotropy terms.
It is, however, important to note that the model is not
unique. It is possible to obtain similar fitting by par-
tially reducing the single-ion anisotropy and by inducing
an anisotropic nearest-neighbor interaction.
The coupling parameter Jc acting between neighboring
layers splits the magnon modes into two by introducing
a finite dispersion perpendicular to the planes. Whether
the lower or upper mode is seen at Q = (0, 1, 0) is deter-
mined by the sign of Jc. With the partially detwinned
crystals (in particular with the experiment on 1TiB) it is
possible to determine the sign of this interaction. Here it
is chosen to couple spins at (0,0,0) and (0,0.5,0.5). The
dominant b components of these spins are parallel for the
A-centering and antiparallel for the B-centering. If Jc
is positive (negative), corresponding to an antiferromag-
netic (ferromagnetic) coupling, the upper (lower) mode
is seen at Q = (0, 1, 0). The experimental data reveal
that the upper mode is seen at Q = (0, 1, 0), so the cou-
8pling is ferromagnetic, stabilizing the A-centered phase.
This coupling contradicts the observation of a B-centered
structure as the main magnetic scheme, see subsection
III.B. CRO thus exhibits the uncommon situation that
the minimum magnon energy does not occur at the mag-
netic Bragg peaks. This observation can be attributed
to an anisotropic Jc which differs for the a and b spin
components.
E. Density functional calculations of magnetic
structure and interaction
The linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) method
as implemented in the wien2k package45 was used for the
DFT calculations. The exchange correlation potential for
the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was cho-
sen to be in the form proposed in Ref.46. The SOC was
treated in a second variational way. The parameter of the
plane-wave expansion was chosen to be RMTKmax = 7,
where RMT is the smallest atomic sphere radii (R
Ca
MT =
2.15 a.u., RRuMT = 1.99 a.u., R
O
MT = 1.71 a.u.) and Kmax
the plane-wave cutoff. We used a mesh consisting of
800 k−points. The on-site Hubbard repulsion and intra-
atomic Hund’s exchange were taken to be U = 3 eV and
JH = 0.7 eV
47,48 in the GGA+U49 and GGA+U+SOC
calculations.
The exchange parameters were recalculated via total
energies of three different collinear magnetic configura-
tions (a ferromagnetic and two, in the c direction dif-
ferently stacked, antiferromagnetic configurations) using
the GGA+U approach. We found that J = 4.9 meV,
which agrees with the results of the spin-wave calcula-
tions.
In order to estimate the single-ion anisotropy we add
SOC to the calculation scheme and computed the en-
ergies of two configurations, where all spins are either
directed along c or lie in the a, b plane. The anti-
ferromagnetic order was assumed in these calculations.
The lowest total energy corresponds to the configura-
tion, where all spins are directed predominantly along
the b axis. The single-ion anisotropy is found to be very
large,  = 20.1 meV, again in good agreement with ex-
periment. Very recently microscopic magnetic parame-
ters were calculated for similar U and JH values finding
a nearest-neighbor interaction of 3-6 meV and a large sin-
gle ion anisotropy in agreement with our results50.
The spin moment on the Ru ions was calculated to
be MRus = 1.27 µB (i.e. S = 0.63), while the orbital
moment is MRul = 0.13 µB . We also find a sizable mag-
netic moment on the apical O MOs = 0.11 µB , while
planar ligands stay nonmagnetic. The total moment,
MRus + 2M
O
s −MRul , agrees well with the powder neu-
tron diffraction result, and the small value of the orbital
moment indicates that CRO is not close to a j = 0 state
driven by SOC as it is also deduced from the calculations
in reference50.
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FIG. 7. (color online) Influence of Ti substitution on
the anisotropy gap. (a) shows energy scans through the
anisotropy gap at the antiferromagnetic zone center using the
crystal 10Ti, l=2 (blue) and l=3 (black) and 0Ti, l=2 (red).
In (b) the energy of the lower zone-center mode of crystals
with different Ti content is shown, the data for 1 % Ti are
from Ref.24.
F. The influence of Ti substitution
In Fig. 7 the influence of different Ti substitutions on
the anisotropy gap is addressed by comparing constant
Q scans across the in-plane gap at the antiferromagnetic
zone center. The modes are slightly split due to finite
inter-layer interaction, see subsection III.D. Even l cor-
responds to the higher and odd to the lower modes, re-
spectively. The lower zone-center magnon energy is dis-
played as function of Ti doping in Fig. 7(b). The gap
clearly diminishes with increasing Ti content. Since the
non-magnetic Ti dilutes the magnetic lattice a general
softening can be expected, as it is visible in the anisotropy
gap, which in first view corresponds to the square root
of exchange and anisotropy energies. In addition, Ti also
perturbs the lifting of orbital degeneracy, as it is shown
in Fig. 3 and subsection III. A. In consequence also the
single-ion anisotropy will be reduced with increasing Ti
content. The impact of a small Ti content of the order
of one percent, which is used to favor the synthesis of
large crystals, can however, safely be neglected. 10Ti,
which is essentially untwinned, shows a l dependence of
the anisotropy gap [Fig: 7(a)] consistent with the previ-
ous study24 and the discussion given above.
G. Additional modes and magnetic polarization of
oxygen
The previous unpolarized experiments gave evidence
for an additional scattering at the lower energy of 5 meV
that could not be explained by the magnon dispersion ex-
pected for a simple square-lattice antiferromagnet. The
data, which are presented in the mappings shown in
Fig. 8(a,b), were obtained on the thermal TAS IN824.
Panel (c) shows some characteristic scans included in (b).
The 5 meV signal is much weaker than the in-plane trans-
verse mode in particular when considering the by a factor
9FIG. 8. (color online) Additional magnon branch near 5 meV.
(a,b) show scattering maps of energy versus Q. (c) presents
some characteristic scans included in (b) for an energy trans-
fer of 3 meV (5meV), (8 meV) in blue (red), (green). The
data in (a-c) are taken from Ref.24. (d) shows Q scans with
an energy transfer of 5 meV for 10Ti (blue) and 0Ti (red).
The intensities are scaled with the maximum intensities of the
scans in Fig. 7. Scaled in the same way are the energy scans
in (e) at Q = (1, 0, l) using the crystals 10Ti, l = 0 (blue),
l = 2 (red) and 0Ti, l = 2 (black). (f) presents the energy
of this additional mode at Q=(0,1,0) for crystals containing
different amounts of Ti.
three reduced energy. Furthermore, it is not possible to
connect this low-energy feature with a dispersing branch
with a slope comparable to that of the transverse branch.
Instead the intensity of this feature seems to be rather
localized in Q space and to exhibit a flat dispersion. The
signal could also be followed along the vertical direction
without any indication for finite dispersion.
In Ref.24 it was speculated that this extra mode could
arise from the orbital disorder induced by the Ti sub-
stitution, a scenario which can now be ruled out by the
comparison of Ti-containing and Ti-free CRO. Fig. 8(d-
e) show Q and energy-scans across the 5 meV signal on
samples with 0 and 10% of Ti. Most interestingly there
seems to be no difference in the strength of the low-energy
signal when normalized to that of the in-plane gap mode
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FIG. 9. (color online) Polarization analysis of the additional
mode. SF intensities of energy scans at (a,d) Q = (1, 0, 0),
and (b,e) Q = (0, 1, 0) for the SFx (SFy), (SFz) chanel in blue
(red), (black). (c) shows the results of the polarization analy-
sis with Eq. (1), in red Mz and in blue My. (d,e) present only
the 5 meV data of the two Q positions, which are measured
with higher statistics.
at ∼14 meV. The additional signal is thus intrinsic to the
magnetic order in CRO, and it is not induced by disor-
der, which must be significantly enhanced in Ti10. The
Ti content furthermore does not change the energy of
the additional scattering, see the fitted energy maxima
displayed in Fig. 8(f). The minor variation between mea-
surements on the same concentration on different spec-
trometers can be attributed to the energy calibration.
The polarization of the additional mode was deter-
mined with polarized neutron scattering following the
same procedures as those used to determine the charac-
ter of the dispersion at higher energies. The polarization
analysis directly shows that the additional excitation pos-
sesses an in-plane character, because it is not observed in
the SFy channel (or in Mz), see Fig. 9. Comparing the
intensities at Q = (1, 0, 0) and Q = (0, 1, 0) one may fur-
thermore deduce that the additional mode is a polarized,
which is transverse with respect to the static moment.
The expected ratio of the intensities at 5 meV between
Q = (0, 1, 0) and Q = (1, 0, 0) based on the twinning
fractions and the geometry factor is 1:2.5 for an in-plane
transverse mode and 2.5:1 for an in-plane longitudinal
mode, respectively. The measured ratio is 0.25(21) char-
acterizing this mode as an in-plane transverse mode.
The simple antiferromagnetic square lattice exhibits a
magnon dispersion consisting of two transverse branches,
which were both observed at larger energy in CRO, see
above. In order to explain the additional mode the model
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needs to be extended, and the weakness and localization
of the signal point to a smaller moment with smaller cou-
pling.
The GGA+U calculations on CRO reveal a small mag-
netic moment situated at the two apical oxygens of
0.11µB each. Such a polarization of the oxygen re-
sults from the strong hybridization between Ru 4d and
O 2p orbitals. DFT calculations on several ferromag-
netic or nearly ferromagnetic ruthenates find a sizable
amount of magnetic moment on O, which in total sum
up to about 30 % of the entire magnetization51. Ex-
perimentally this sizable magnetization of the O states
has been observed by polarized neutron diffraction on
Ca1.5Sr0.5RuO4 where indeed 33 % of the magnetization
stems from O states52. CRO, however, exhibits antiferro-
magnetic order, in which the O bridging two antiparallel
Ru moments cannot be polarized, see Fig. 1(a). There-
fore, there is no moment on the in-plane O sites, which
is also confirmed by the DFT calculations of CRO. How-
ever, the apical O is connected only to a single Ru site
and can be polarized.
There are two principal contributions to the exchange
between Ru and O moments due to hopping between O
2p and Ru 4d orbitals in the scenario where the Ru dxy
orbital is doubly occupied and the dxz and dyz singly oc-
cupied, see e.g. Ref.21. One is a hopping from the px and
py to the dxz and dyz orbitals, respectively. There, be-
cause of Pauli exclusion principle, only antiparallel spins
can hop, leaving parallel spins in the now singly occu-
pied O p-orbitals. In total this yields a ferromagnetic
coupling:
J
t2g−p
Ru−O ∼
−2t2pdpi
εt2g − εp
, (3)
where tpdpi is the hopping integral between dxz and px,
and dyz and py orbitals of Ru and oxygen. εt2g and εp
are the centers of the Ru t2g and apical O p bands. The
factor two in Eq. (3) reflects the fact that there are two
processes (virtual hoppings from px to dzx and from py
to dyz orbitals), contributing to this ferromagnetic Ru-O
exchange.
The second contribution to the Ru-O exchange comes
from the hopping from the pz orbital of O to the empty
d3z2−r2 orbital of Ru. Because of Hund’s rule, predomi-
nantly parallel spins hop, leaving anitparallel spins on the
O pz orbital. This yields an antiferromagnetic coupling
between Ru and O moments:
J
eg−p
Ru−O ∼
t2pdσ
εeg − εp
JH
εeg − εp
. (4)
Here tpdσ is the hopping matrix element between a pz
orbital of O and an empty dz2−r2 orbital of Ru, cf. Ref.21.
The σ hopping is larger than the pi one (|tpdσ| ∼
2.2|tpdpi| )53, but the antiferromagnetic exchange (Eq. 4)
occurs through the eg band, which lies much higher in
energy than t2g. Our GGA+U calculations show that
εt2g − εp ∼ 1 eV, while εeg − εp ∼4.7 eV. There is only
FIG. 10. (color online) Magnon dispersion calculated with the
SpinW program including the additional mode. The labeling
corresponds to the one in Fig. 6.
one such antiferromagnetic exchange path, in contrast to
two for ferromagnetic exchanges (Eq. 3) and Hunds ex-
change on the Ru, JH ∼ 0.7 eV, also slightly reduces this
exchange (Eq. 4). Therefore, one should expect ferro-
magnetic coupling to dominate, so that the moment of
oxygen would be parallel to the moment of neighboring
Ru. Our DFT calculations support this conclusion.
We have extended the spin-wave model by a small mo-
ment on the apical oxygens, 0.11 µB , coupled ferromag-
netically to the next Ru moment, see Fig. 1(a). This ex-
tension necessitates to reduce the single-ion anisotropy
parameter γ in order to keep the anisotropy gap of the
in-plane transverse mode at the correct energy. The addi-
tional mode cannot be obtained at an energy near 5 meV
at the antiferromagnetic zone center without introduc-
ing an anisotropy in terms of a single ion anisotropy for
the magnetic moment on the O sites, or an anisotropic
coupling parameter. Because the single ion anisotropy
stems from SOC which is small in O, the first scenario
seems to be less likely. A better choice is an anisotropic
coupling, because the Ru with its larger SOC is also
involved in this process. Therefore we used JRuO =
(−1.5,−3.5,−1.5) meV to fit the experimental results.
With this anisotropic coupling, γ has to be reduced to
0.5 meV to keep the in-plane transverse mode at the ex-
perimental value. With this extension we can perfectly
describe the additional feature, see Fig. 10. The flat dis-
persion of the additional branch results from the lack of
coupling between two O moments and perfectly describes
the experimental finding. Also the localization of the sig-
nal strength at the antiferromagnetic zone center is well
reproduced by this model. We can therefore conclude
that the additional moment, situated on the apical O site
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and ferromagnetically coupled to the Ru, can explain the
additional low-energy magnetic signal in CRO. We also
tried to reproduce the data with the O moments being
antiferromagnetically coupled to Ru, but such a scenario
cannot explain the location of the scattering in Q-space.
The significant polarization of the O site is another
consequence of the strong hybridization of the Ru 4d
and O p orbitals resulting in large hopping parameters,
which can already be deduced from the closeness of the
metallic phase of CRO. It furthermore yields a convinc-
ing explanation of the reduced moment, because the in-
plane oxygen ion, which should carry a similar amount
of charge carriers, cannot be magnetically polarized in
the antiferromagnetic structure reducing the ordered mo-
ment from the simple S = 1 expectation. The ordered
moment may thus also oscillate in length by transferring
moment between Ru and in-plane O, which can give rise
to a longitudinal mode, as an alternative explanation for
the observation in reference25.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Various neutron scattering experiments on partially
untwinned crystals of Ca2RuxTi1−xO4 were performed
to determine the magnetic structure and magnon disper-
sion in the insulating state of CRO. Most remarkable is
the large magnetic anisotropy, which results in a split-
ting of the two transverse zone-center modes that ex-
ceeds the full dispersion. The entire dispersion of trans-
verse magnon branches, however, is perfectly described
by a conventional spin-wave model, in which the strong
impact of the SOC is reflected by large anisotropy param-
eters. DFT calculations within the GGA+U approxima-
tion yield an orbital moment of only 0.13µB , which in-
dicates that CRO is not close to a j = 0 state, which can
be seen in the discrepancy of the experimental magnon
dispersion with the j = 0 calculation23. The calculated
magnetic interaction and anisotropy parameters reason-
ably well agree with those obtained by fitting the dis-
persion, and also the ordered moment is correctly repro-
duced in the DFT calculation.
The DFT study finds a sizable amount of magnetic
moment on the apical oxygen reminiscent of previous re-
ports on ferromagnetic ruthenates. This additional mo-
ment explains an additional signal appearing in the neu-
tron scattering experiments at lower energy and limited
to the antiferromagnetic zone center. Extending the spin-
wave model to the weakly ferromagnetic coupled oxygen
moments describes the flat dispersion and the limited ap-
pearance in Q space of this signal.
The spin-wave dispersion in CRO is thus dominated by
the impact of strong SOC and by the presence of mag-
netic moments on the oxygen sites.
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Appendix A: Crystal structure determination of
Ca2RuxTi1−xO4
Complete crystal structure analyses were performed
with an X8-APEX by Bruker AXS single-crystal diffrac-
tometer with a goniometer in kappa-geometry and x-ray
radiation from a molybdenum anode with a wavelength of
λ = 0.71073 A˚. The distance between the sample and the
detector was set to 50 mm. Structure refinements were
carried out using Jana200654. A type I extinction cor-
rection was applied during the refinements and the data
were corrected for absorption. The thermal parameters
for Ru1 and Ti1 were constrained to be equal, and the
total occupancy of this site was fixed to 1. The results of
the structural refinements are given in Table I. Table II
presents further characteristics of the crystal structure as
well as the metal-insulator- and antiferromagnetic tran-
sition temperatures. TN is determined from the mag-
netization curves presented in Fig. 2(a) by finding the
zero point of the second derivation. TMIT is determined
in the same way from the resistance curves presented in
this figure.
Appendix B: Magnetic structure determination of
Ca2Ru0.99Ti0.01O4
The crystal 1TiB used in the previous neutron scat-
tering study24 was further investigated on the thermal
TAS IN3 at the ILL. The crystal was mounted in the
[010]/[001] orientation into a ILL orange cryostat, kf was
set to 2.662 A˚−1 for all scans and a pyrolitic graphite fil-
ter was used to suppress higher order wave length. Rock-
ing scans revealed the mosaic spread to be less than 0.5◦.
With the good resolution of the IN3 it is easily possible
to resolve the Bragg peaks from the two twins present in
the crystal. The twinning ratio amounts to 20:1, which
is deduced from rocking scans of strong nuclear Bragg
reflections at the 2Θ scattering angles of the (020) and
(200) reflections. Figure 11(a) shows a longitudinal scan
over the (020) reflection, the smaller twin is barely seen
in the tail. Scans across the positions, where magnetic
scattering can be expected, are shown in (b-e). There
several scans of the kind (01l) are compared at 10 K, in
the antiferromagnetic phase, and at 150 K, in the non
magnetic phase. It is clearly seen, that the minority twin
gains intensity for an odd l and not for an even l. The ma-
jority twin gains intensity for even l and much less, but
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TABLE I. Structural data of the single crystal x-ray diffraction analysis.
Ti-content 10% 10% 1% 1% 0% 0%
Temperature 100K 293K 100K 293K 100K 293K
wR(all,F) 0.022 0.0429 0.0521 0.048 0.0549 0.0262
Ru1, Ti1
x 0 0 0 0 0 0
y 0 0 0 0 0 0
z 0 0 0 0 0 0
U11 0.00119(3) 0.00284(3) 0.00197(5) 0.00348(5) 0.00295(4) 0.00368(4)
U22 0.00164(4) 0.00330(4) 0.00245(5) 0.00368(5) 0.00373(5) 0.00409(5)
U33 0.00151(4) 0.00378(3) 0.00262(4) 0.00390(4) 0.00351(5) 0.00403(4)
U12 -0.00003(3) -0.000019(15) 0.00000(4) -0.00001(2) 0.00001(3) -0.000015(12)
U13 -0.00009(2) -0.000172(13) -0.00005(3) -0.00019(2) -0.00011(4) -0.000187(12)
U23 -0.00011(2) -0.00025(2) -0.00012(3) -0.00021(2) -0.00006(3) -0.000228(14)
occupancy Ru 0.870(2) 0.866(2) 0.969(3) 0.978(3) 0.9768(18) 0.9859(17)
occupancy Ti 0.130(2) 0.134(2) 0.031(3) 0.022(3) - -
Ca1
x 0.00753(3) 0.01019(2) 0.00479(4) 0.00912(3) 0.00513(4) 0.00909(2)
y 0.05003(4) 0.03986(4) 0.05634(5) 0.04365(5) 0.05536(4) 0.04350(5)
z 0.352152(13) 0.351206(12) 0.352293(17) 0.350910(16) 0.35217(2) 0.350894(13)
U11 0.00420(6) 0.00988(5) 0.00485(7) 0.01022(8) 0.00599(7) 0.01034(6)
U22 0.00526(8) 0.01163(7) 0.00530(9) 0.01104(9) 0.00678(8) 0.01153(8)
U33 0.00261(5) 0.00530(5) 0.00360(7) 0.00523(7) 0.00460(8) 0.00537(6)
U12 -0.00092(5) -0.00239(4) -0.00077(7) -0.00227(5) -0.00081(6) -0.00220(3)
U13 -0.00002(4) 0.00020(3) 0.00007(6) 0.00032(4) 0.00004(7) 0.00030(3)
U23 -0.00047(4) -0.00047(4) -0.00022(6) -0.00023(6) -0.00021(6) -0.00026(4)
occupancy 1 1 1 1 1 1
O1
x 0.19908(12) 0.20016(9) 0.19577(15) 0.19758(12) 0.19604(16) 0.19770(9)
y 0.29878(14) 0.29890(10) 0.30051(15) 0.30081(12) 0.30057(16) 0.30061(9)
z 0.02532(6) 0.02228(5) 0.02700(7) 0.02325(6) 0.02681(9) 0.02322(4)
U11 0.0048(2) 0.00732(15) 0.0049(3) 0.0072(2) 0.0057(3) 0.00734(16)
U22 0.0052(3) 0.00788(18) 0.0050(3) 0.0068(2) 0.0059(3) 0.00695(16)
U33 0.0060(2) 0.01175(18) 0.0061(3) 0.0108(2) 0.0074(3) 0.01106(17)
U12 -0.0024(2) -0.00339(13) -0.0019(2) -0.00312(18) -0.0016(2) -0.00263(12)
U13 -0.00055(17) 0.00025(14) 0.0006(2) 0.00088(18) 0.0005(3) 0.00107(13)
U23 0.00039(19) -0.00013(15) 0.0000(2) -0.0010(2) -0.0004(3) -0.00078(14)
occupancy 1.033(4) 1.028(3) 1.016(4) 1.014(4) 1.012(5) 1.009(4)
O2
x -0.06456(13) -0.05697(12) -0.06762(18) -0.05808(18) -0.06701(18) -0.05813(13)
y -0.01939(14) -0.01561(11) -0.02114(16) -0.01661(13) -0.02093(16) -0.01684(10)
z 0.16450(6) 0.16468(4) 0.16458(7) 0.16488(6) 0.16453(9) 0.16491(4)
U11 0.0064(2) 0.0121(2) 0.0071(3) 0.0128(3) 0.0082(3) 0.0123(3)
U22 0.0072(3) 0.0132(2) 0.0067(3) 0.0125(3) 0.0080(3) 0.0125(2)
U33 0.0034(2) 0.00558(16) 0.0045(3) 0.0055(2) 0.0059(3) 0.00531(16)
U12 0.00075(20) 0.00089(15) 0.0005(2) 0.0009(2) 0.0004(2) 0.00108(15)
U13 0.00013(16) 0.00065(14) 0.0004(2) 0.00065(19) -0.0001(3) 0.00066(15)
U23 0.00001(18) 0.00023(13) 0.0002(2) 0.0002(2) 0.0002(3) -0.00008(13)
occupancy 1.046(5) 1.040(5) 1.025(5) 1.029(5) 1.028(6) 1.012(5)
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TABLE II. Structural and physical characteristics of crystals
containing different amounts of Ti.
0 % Ti 1 % Ti 10 % Ti
TN (K) 112.6(2) 112.3(2) 107.2(3)
TMI (K) 362(1) 358(1) −
300 K
a (A˚) 5.4098(3) 5.4098(3) 5.4247(4)
b (A˚) 5.4691(4) 5.4683(4) 5.4585(5)
c (A˚) 11.9745(6) 11.9781(9) 11.9536(9)
 0.00545(14) 0.00537(17) 0.00311(17)
Ru−O1aver. (A˚) 1.9816(8) 1.9852(7) 1.9779(5)
Ru−O2 (A˚) 2.0018(9) 2.003(8) 1.9932(5)
O −O||a (A˚) 2.815(1) 2.817(1) 2.815(1)
O −O||b (A˚) 2.792(1) 2.792(1) 2.782(1)
θ −O1 (deg) 11.253(17) 11.38(2) 10.896(12)
θ −O2 (deg) 9.278(20) 9.423(2) 9.260(9)
φ (deg) 11.628(16) 11.666(13) 11.171(11)
100 K
a (A˚) 5.377(11) 5.3957(3) 5.4189(4)
b (A˚) 5.5915(12) 5.6023(3) 5.5483(5)
c (A˚) 11.789(3) 11.7725(7) 11.7982(10)
 0.0176(2) 0.0188(4) 0.0118(6)
Ru−O1aver. (A˚) 2.0099(6) 2.0120(6) 1.9996(5)
Ru−O2 (A˚) 1.9765(12) 1.9751(8) 1.9753(7)
O −O||a (A˚) 2.829(1) 2.829(1) 2.827(1)
O −O||b (A˚) 2.856(1) 2.862(1) 2.829(1)
θ −O1 (deg) 12.912(21) 12.986(16) 12.201(14)
θ −O2 (deg) 11.089(19) 11.199(19) 10.680(11)
φ (deg) 11.801(18) 11.823(17) 11.287(15)
also clearly detectable, for odd l. The (012) and (014)
reflections are magnetic Bragg peaks for the B-centered
phase but not for the A-centered one. So the strong gain
of intensity of these reflections in the antiferromagnetic
phase reveals an almost exclusive B-centered phase. In
opposite the (011) and (013) peaks are Bragg peaks in
the A-centered phase, but not in the B-centered one. So
the gain of intensity at low temperatures of those peaks
points to the A-centered phase, which is however much
weaker than the gain of the Bragg peak intensities of the
B-centered phase. So the main stacking scheme of this
crystal is the B-centered one.
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FIG. 11. (color online) Elastic neutron scattering scans of
1TiB across (a) Q = (0, 2, 0), (b) Q = (0, 1, 0), (c) Q =
(0, 1, l), (d) Q = (0, 1, 2), (e) Q = (0, 1, 2). Blue color denotes
scans taken in the magnetic phase at 10 K and red color scans
taken in the non magnetic phase at 150 K.
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